
Select one of the images below and answer the following questions.

1. Identify the image you have chosen and describe what elements and principles of design are evident.

q Figure 1. q Figure 2.

Name:In-class Response #1

Design 
elements

line 
shape
value 
3D form
space 
colour
type   
texture 

Design 
principles

variety
balance
unity
rhythm
repetition
pattern
proportion
movement
emphasis
contrast
pattern

BetaBox

shape - A curved circular shape forms the 
edge of the fish image. It seems to be 
in motion, curving around, suggesting 
movement. Perhaps jumping out of the 
water in an anti-clockwise direction.

colour - Warm colours are used, analogous. 
Similar colours are used in the image and 
text (unity). The darker orange colour links 
the head of the fish to the start of the 
company name, the word ‘Beta’.

tone/value - The orange to yellow fade 
seems to highlight the tail of the fish. 

line - White lines seem to appear in the 
negative space. Curved, flowing line forms 
the edge of the shapes, further suggesting 
movement.

type - Sans-serif (without serif)

Movement/Unity/Balance

Repetition - repeated warm colours. 

Zoorganic

shape - Organic shapes, 
representing three animal forms.

Negative space - The positive 
space creates the eagle form. 
Negative space in the birds wings 
are used to suggest two other 
animals, a horse and a wolf or 
dog of some kind.

colour - This logo uses solid black 
only. No colour, or absence of 
colour. No greyscale or other 
colours are evident. 

Contrast - High constrast is 
created betwee the black and 
white sections.

type - Sans-serif (without serif)

line - A simplified line makes the 
edge of the animal shapes. 



2. Figure 3 shows a logo designed for a honey company called Queen Bee. Demonstrate your 
understanding of the design principles and elements by generating two different freehand sketches 
based on this logo, that emphasise each of the principles and elements named in the spaces below. 

Figure 3.

Cropping and tone Pattern and line


